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Story

The first Loewe-WOW! - adventure of Mattis and The BOX

• Innovative 90:10 text-image ratio

• A story for boys and girls aged 7+

• The successful comic "Kiste" now in Wow! style

• Cool friendship and adventure story for first-time readers

•  Likeable and funny characters

• Popular topics:  Adventure and Friendship

What happens in Volume 1:

Finally holidays! Mattis and his friend Kiste are excited to spend time in summer camp, finally no adults – or

at least hardly any. When Mattis introduces the box as his “cuddly box” to the other children, Kiste is not

thrilled; but at least they want to help Mattis hiding Kiste from the adults. Mattis is satisfied: That would be

settled! But then Kiste is suddenly gone!!!

Fortunately, not long: The others played a prank on Mattis and put Kiste in a tree at the top. . . Half as bad,

Mattis only has to climb up and get his friend down there again. This shall not be a problem. . . If it weren’t

for this owl who suddenly grabs the box – and flies away with it. . . What a shock!!! How could this happen?

While Mattis and the other children go searching in the forest together, Kiste enjoys his trip for the time
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being. Flying is actually quite nice – and the birds in the forest are actually quite nice too – until Kiste gets

into serious trouble after all. . . Will Mattis and the others find him in time?

 

Patrick Wirbeleit

Patrick Wirbeleit is so tall that he can easily touch the ceiling of an average sized apartment. That is, without

having to be on tiptoes! This is great! He usually can impress his surroundings more with that ability than

with the fact that he is an illustrator and author of children’s books. Particularly because the beautiful

colours of his illustrations are not put on paper by himself, but by his wife Frauke – who writes stories

herself as well.

Besides, he believes there are way too little funny children’s books in Germany – that is why he invented

the ‘Primeval Robot’ in 2009, a prize for the funniest children’s book of the year.

Multi Monster Twinkeltoe is his first book with Loewe.

 

More titles in this series

Groona – The Last Island (Vol.

1)

Moonshine Dragon and

Monster Shock
Space School – Science of

Aliens (Vol. 1)
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WINSTON’s Cold Cases –

The Curse of the Watch Cat

(Vol. 1)

Tim's Secret Soccer Diary – 11

Friends and I (Vol.1)
Book Crunchers and Attic

Hauntings

Knighthood and Dragon's

Blood

Bad Bugs - Dark Secret (Vol.2) Bad Bugs - The Forbidden

Zone (Vol.1)
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